2008 chevy trailblazer transmission problems

Worried about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our
lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than
three repairs. To see how frequently Chevrolet TrailBlazer problems occur, check out our car
reliability stats. All years. Chevrolet TrailBlazer repairs by problem area. Chevrolet TrailBlazer
transmission repair cost distribution. See most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair
costs? Chart based on 60 repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under
warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance. Front differential
4WD pinion seal was leaking. It was replaced. This was the first repair on the truck in the 5 years
that I have owned it. First time that has ever happened. This was re[paired by dealer 11 months
ago, and the repair failed. Was repaired quickly. All four lines were corroded; two failed.
Replaced all four lines to ensure no future problems. Took it to dealer; it had a "bad" hub. Was
replaced under my extended warranty within a day and is back to running smooth and quiet.
Unit was replaced with GM service replacement transmission assembly. Also ported for gear oil
as stock grease fill is not serviceable and is prone to failure. Significant humming noise like
tires with heavy tread noticed in driver side which prompted the change. Noise completely gone
with new hubs. No alignment necessary. Added fill tube to passenger carrier housing and
sealed with RTV silicone. Diff oil leaked onto brakes which also needed to be replaced as a
result. Rear diff seals replaced. Too expensive to repair, so I sold the truck in a broken state. I
am going to my local mechanic for a second opinion. Rear 4 months earlier. Filled it up and put
some dye in it to find the leak. Got rid of it after repaired. Embarrassed about this, I have never
let this happen before. Was wondering why on cold mornings I had to rev a bit to get it moving. I
had to replace the lines. Transmission required a complete rebuild. Replaced all four pieces of
the line. Upon inspection turned out that a part of the front axle was loose. It was the base of the
front axle. Grease was leaking. Rubber parts were changed. Manual selection on shifter still
worked to upshift and downshift. Shop discovered loose connection to passenger-side front
half axle at transfer case. Decoupler needed to be replaced. No new parts available at any price.
Replaced with rebuilt used part. Purchased and installed new bushing. Drained and refilled with
new gear oil. Previous owner had fixed it with zip-ties. A transmission line to the radiator had
corroded through and started leaking. All 4 lines were replaced to save a future trip to the shop.
This happened twice, the 2nd time causing fire and destroying car. Based on initial tranny repair
by shop. See TrueDelta's information for all Chevrolet models. Chevrolet TrailBlazer
Transmission Problems See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no
repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. Four wheel drive selector motor that switches
between 2 and 4 wheel drive. Warranty repair. Pinion seal on front differential went bad, again.
Fluid change in four wheel drive differential, etc. Transmission cooler lines replaced after
noticing transmission fluid dripping from underside no abnormal mechanical operation.
Sounded and felt like TB was stuck in 4 wh drive. Transmission had tcc slip and lockup
problems due to age and mileage. Replaced bearings and thrust washers in passenger side
carrier for CV axle. Changed front hubs. Ruptured seal in the rear differential. Forward sprag
broke, according to shop. During a routine oil change I was told I had a front differental pinion
seal leak. Leaking Transfer case. It quit leaking. The transmission fluid lines that circulate the
fluid through the radiator transmission fluid cooler, both corroded. Both original half axels CV
joints were leaking, replaced both and seals. Transmission cooler lines rusted and leaking
where they connect to inner fender well with clip. Noise coming from under the car. Rubber
parts on front axle wore down. Transmission would not shift automatically. Rattling noise in
front axle. Rebuilt transmission due to bad torque converter causing internal damage. Shifter
cable bushing fell out, causing shifter to disconnect from transmission. Resealed differential
due to leaking. Shift linkage and shift cable. Transmission fluid leak. Lines popped off,
overheating Transmission, destroyed transmission, caused engine fire, burned wire harness
and computer. Also found CV joint boot defective. It looks like you're new here. If you want to
get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds.
Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says
Pros. Are you in the market for a new car and having a hard time finding affordable options?
April in Chevrolet. I have a Trailblazer 4WD. I'm having a problem with the transmission starting
off in the wrong gear. This problem is very intermittent, and occurs usually on a cold start.
When I start the car it revs extremely loud and fast, and even if I allow the car to warm up for
over one minute, the revving goes on higher than normal. Then, when I put the vehicle in drive,
it bogs down in a higher gear than first, and I can't get any power. I usually have to stop, put the
car in park, and then back in drive once or twice to get first gear to engage. Also, when passing
or accelerating on the freeway, I am losing power. When I first bought the vehicle it had lots of
pep, now it is pretty much a dog. I've had it at the dealer four times, and they changed the
transmission fluid pressure valve once. The service manager told us that this is a problem that

GM is aware of, even though they will deny it, and they are trying to determine if the problem is
one that they should recall or not. Has anyone else had this problem, and if so, did you get it
resolved? I am so frustrated I'm ready to call a lawyer and envoke the lemon law. I feel like the
dealers and GM want me to believe this problem is all in my head, so I'll just go away. Overall, I
really like my Trailblazer, but I feel this problem is a real safety hazard. April Are you sure the
car revs loud and fast? Many have posted that the cooling fan starts when the car is started.
This loud noise can be confused with high rpm's, but the engine is not racing fast. It usually
takes about a minute or two for the fan to shut off and then everything is normal. One or two
have posted that when the fan is on, the power is reduced but this may be a different problem.
Look at the tachometer the next time this happens to determine if the engine is indeed racing. If
it is at approx. If you start to drive off while this is happening, it will FEEL like you are in a
higher gear than first gear, but you are not. Let the dealer mechanic know this. Good luck let us
know what happens. May What jnshell describes is exactly what is happening on my '03
Trailblazer. Took it in this a. It has only happened 4 or 5 times in miles 6 months. But it could be
a safety hazard. Hope someone out there has the answer. At least I know I'm not imagining
things! I have had this happen on my silverado truck. It has 35K miles and is 3 yrs old. It
happens every few thousand miles. I will come to a stop like at a light it will turn green i will hit
the gas its like the truck is in neutral it will rev up rpms go up then kick into gear. I have even
squealed the wheels once in a dunkin donuts lot. Now when i feel it kick in i let off the gas and
reapply and its fine. When you feel it lock up let off the gas as fast as possible then hit the gas
again it should be ok. It isnt a major problem but there is a fix. I will look for the exact part and
reply once i find it Ryan. The problem that I am having with my transmission is that when I get
up to 50mph, the transmission stalls out, not changing to the next gear. The first time I took it
back to the dealer, I was told that my transmission needed to be reset. About a month later, I
had the same problem again. This time, was told that they did not know what was the causing
my transmission to do this and that when they hooked it up the computer, no codes were
displayed. But they said that the valve body cover needed replacing. So, they repaired it. This
time the dealer tried to make me feel like the problem was in my head. As a result, the service
manager and I went for a test drive, with the manager driving, experienced the problem for
herself, what I was talking about. For the past week, my representative from GM has been in
direct contact with the dealer. Around p EST, my service advisor at the dealer informed my that
my car was ready and that they rebuilt my transmission. My question is how long does it take to
do a complete over haul on a transmission? Should I trade the car in? I only have 39, miles.
Also, the first time I took it back, I had about 34, miles. It should only take a few days usually
max. Hi I just wanted to say I too have been having problems with my car not down shifting
correctly. I took it to the dealer and they had it for 15 days and I was told there was a clog in the
transmission line. Well I am returning the blazer to the dealer again tonight for the same
problem. They changed everything the first time including the value cover and then when that
did not help they came up with the clogged line. The blazer does not do it all the time, it does do
it when it is cold and also when it has been on the road for a long period of time. This too they
have no cure for it. June I have been having the same problems with my Trailblazer since
around 20, miles. I was also told by the dealer that there was nothing wrong with it. Last week at
33, miles my transmission went out leaving my daughter and I stranded on the side of the road.
We were only going about 30 miles per hour when it happened and my rear tires just locked up
and truck started skidding. I am so thankful that I was going at a slow speed, otherwise I could
have had a serious accident. The dealer changed a part in the transmission called a Sun Gear. It
runs fine now, but I am not convinced that nothing else will go wrong with it because it has
been in the shop four other times and one being the rear end. I hope this info. January
Reopened for updates. Steve, Host. The transmission went out on my 02 Trailblazer last night
for the second time. The initial failure occurred 1 year ago almost to the day, the vehicle was 18
months old and had 32, miles. In drive it suddenly started slipping and making a loud whine. It
would not shift, but sometimes would "catch" enough to move forward. I had no reverse at all,
but park seemed to function normally. The dealer said the sun gear broke and he rebuilt the
transmission and replaced the gear. Last night the exact same problem occured again. I was
wondering if this is a generic weakness in this model? I had originally purchased the vehicle
with hopes of buying a travel trailer, and using it for a tow vehicle, but have not done that yet.
With the repeat transmission failures, I am skeptical about towing with it. Anyone have any
experience with this? Any idea why the transmission keeps failing? When my '02 TB's tranny
failed on me about 3 three years ago, the tech that rebuilt mine faxed me a list of components
that he had to replace. This fax also contained a list of GM vehicles that used the exact same
transmission and it stated that they were experiencing failures in all of the models shown on the
list. Unless I am mistaken, the transmission is the 4L60E. It had worked well in the past for GM

in many of their other vehicles, but they started having problems with them in Not sure what
changed about the part machining or assembly processes, but something did. Mine just
downshifted really, really hard at about 50 m. Then it would never shift into 3rd gear again after
that. Ruined our trip--and we had to drive home the following morning in a Cavalier rental car. It
shifted pretty smoothly for a while after it was rebuilt, then it started slipping again to some
degree. Scared me enough to trade it in on something else. I was just always suspect of the
SUV after that. Most likely I could have gotten over the tranny issues, but in my particular case
there were too many other issues with the SUV that I had experienced. The transmission failure
was just the final blow to me. Ron M. Not sure if anyone will see this or not, but what kind of
symptoms were there before this happened? How do I know if my TB isn't shifting properly?
Right now I am experiencing a bad vibrating. It started yesterday Jan 19th It happens when I am
I put it in drive and when I am in park or just stopped at a stop sign. My front end will vibrate
severly with a hmmm also. It vibrates so much the steering wheel is vibrating. I get the feeling
that the interior is affected by this more than the exterior because when I try to hear it from the
outside I can't. Thanks for any help! There are also transmission mounts and rear differential
mounts. Based on what you have described in your post, most likely you aren't having
transmission problems. However, I could be wrong about this. I think you might be right. I have
been saying that it sure sounds like something came loose and it causing the vibrating. I had a
different trailblazer before this current one. It was a 02' also but just a LT. In that one a
transmission mount did fall of. This vibrating is simular to that but located in a different area.
We live in a pretty rurual area down a lengthy dirt road. Re had flooding Mon. I am starting to
think perhaps I knocked something loose. Thanks for the idea. I'll suggest that to my service
guy. February Well it is refreshing somewhat to hear all these problems with the transmission
everyone is having and on the other hand it is also a bit frightening. I bought a trailblazer with
33, miles on it in Oct of I have had it to the dealer for a engine light problem, leaking in the
vehicle under the driver side console. Recently however my transmission blew out as I was
driving Sunday. It won't shift into fourth gear at around 50 miles an hour. I took it to the dealer
with 42, miles on it and they said that my transmission blew becuase the radiator was leaking
and leaked into the transmission so I need to replace both items at about 3, So Ford told me
with will not cover either or them becuase the Radiator is what made the transmission go. Does
any of this make sense to anyone else. March I am so sorry to be hearing all of this
transmission problems everyone is having, I just got a trailblazer LS, now you all have me
scared!!!!! But about your warranty, isn't it the 3yrs 36, mile warranty? And you bought the
extended. Should I be getting the extended warranty? I don't get why they don't honor your
extended? Call a lawyer! That is bull! Did I just make the biggest mistake of my life? I have
saved and saved alot of money to get a new vehicle to get a bass boat to pull around, and now I
am finding out that I might now be able to do that with this particular vehicle. Call a lawyer, and
see what they say. Otherwise it will cost you around 3, Read these posts and worried I have a 2
year old lemon with only kms! Suggestions anyone?? I've had a transmission problem that
hasn't specifically been described above. About every 20 starts or so, my Tahoe will only drive
in 3rd. Also, every time this problem occurs, my service engine emissions light comes on
almost immediately after I accellerate in 3rd gear. After a few starts the problem goes away and
the light turns off. The vehicle only has 45K miles on it. Does anyone have a clue on this issue?
The trans is going into limp mode, this needs to be scanned for history codes, many
performance issues in the pcm system can cause this, I would suggest your dealer look at this,
some emissions components involved in this system may still be under warranty. The GM
4L60E trans is known for valve body and other problems. The Service Engine light will come on
if it senses slipping in the transmission. Usually when this happens the ECM will turn up the
hydraulic pressure in the trans to try to limit the slipping resulting in fairly hard shifts. I have a
Suburban with 50k. I had to have the trans rebuilt at 46k due to excessive slipping. Get your
truck in to a good trans shop ASAP. The longer you wait the more damage you are doing. I just
love GM quality, it keeps a lot of people employed :lemon:. I purchased a new Chevy Blazer This
month, April the starter went out, the car shut down, my car had to be towed. After inspection
the car was in need of a new starter and baterry, and now two weeks later my transmission went
out, yes for the second time. I'm still making car, insurance, and major repair payments. Hi All:
Last night I was driving my 91 chevy sill auto 4x4 when, while accelerating it would not shift into
3rd gear at aprox 40 m. It would come out of second but it would rev really high and not shift at
all. I let it sit but would not shift could only drive about 30 mph and keep in in 2nd otherwise I
would have to stop on side of road and start over keeping it in 2nd. This is huge problem for me
because I am only sixteen and it would be hard handle the expense of rebuilding or even buying
a new tranny any ideas of what could be done and how much to repair. Please Help :confuse:
Thanks A lot, worried chevy fan. When you say " it would not shift into 3rd gear at aprox 40 m.

Hey guys, I guess I find comfort in knowing my 3 year old SUV, with 36, miles on it is not the
only one with tranny issues! Our TB was not able to go into reverse, and the tach was reading
over 5, RPM before it would shift. The dealership told us it needs a new spindle?! Any idea as to
what that is?! Oh yeah and get this Hello everybody! After reading about all of the problems
people on this forum have had, I asked "Mr. Goodwrench" if he had heard anything about it. He
said that yes, he had, but that Chevy corrected the problem in I am thinking of purchasing a new
Trailblazer, and was wanting to know if what he said was true. So basically, I want to know if
you've had tranny problems with 04 or newer Trailblazer models. Thanks guys! I have a chevy
tracker 4wd, my daughter was changing from 2wd to 4wd and the shifter now is not moving in
any direction, it is in 2wd and I can not shift to either 4wd lo or hi, any suggestions, Thanks. My
transmission just went out. Actually, I have spent money on this vehicle ever since I bought it.
My gear shift assembly fell apart 10mo. I just replaced the water pump. The only thing warranty
paid for was the gear shift, headlights, tail lights I was told warranty did not cover the rest - not
even my extended warranty which I just found out was not a GM warranty. I talked with GM
Customer Assistance and got no help. I have now filed a complaint with the Better Business
Bureau. I have a letter that is being sent to Mr. Depending on what the BBB complaint brings
about, I may be airing my complaint about this hunk of junk on my local TV station which airs a
segment on the news called 7On Your Side. I have also retained an attorney incase I need to file
a law suit. I was told that everyone that has had problems covered by warranty or not needs to
get together and file a Class Action Suit against GM regarding the transmission problems. Let
me know what you did about your problems and how it turned out. Hopefully someone on the
posts can get back to you with their experience. I have a 02 TB with 67K miles and the tranny
works fine, but I have been noticing the vehicle seems to be working a little harder and
differently while climbing some hills. When you drive the same route home in the evenings you
get pretty used to when the tranny is going to downshift etc. Did you have any symptoms or did
it go all of a sudden? The owners manual states we do not need to service the transmission on
the TB until K miles. I was thinking I would do my brakes and tranny service at 75K. I realize this
is a tranny discussion, but would you mind telling at what mileage did the water pump go out?
The water pump went out at 79k miles. I had no signs until it happened. I heard a funny noise,
then it was like I put the truck in neutral and was reving the engine. I parked right then and it sat
for 5 days until I had it towed to the dealership. I hope others speak up and tell me about their
experiences. Thanks for your input. Was coolant leaking out on the ground? We have a
Trailblazer LT. Reverse had completely gone out. We had to have the car towed 22 miles. I then
went to talk to the service manager at a local dealer and told him about the symptoms I asked if
they could just fix the "Sun Gear" but they said that if they did that, without replacing the rest of
the tranny, they could not warranty the work. You see, they'll do only the Sun Gear if you are
still under warranty, hoping that your car will limp along until the warranty expires. But, since I
had gone last the 36, miles, they wouldn't just fix that part. So, I know a friend in automotive
repair and he said he could order the tranny using his business account. So then I went back
down to the dealership to sort of "complain" He suggested that I call "customer care" to see if I
can get some "goodwill reimbursement". I tried that, and guess why they wouldn't reimburse
me any money? You guessed it At least my new tranny has a 3 year warranty. I don't think I'll
keep the car that long due to these ridiculous events. I'm going back to Toyota. This was my
first, and last GM purchase. I had slipping problems on my Envoy XL. It started at about miles,
but took a couple of return trips and dragging the transmission guy out at about 18, for a drive
before it got addressed. Under load, uphill 2nd to 3rd gear slips badly, sometimes all the way to
RPM. There was never any warning lights or diagnostic messages on the test box that was
plugged in during the demo. At about 34, miles, the exact thing started all over again, after two
trips back to the dealer who was "unable to reproduce the fault" I started to feel totally uneasy
with the warranty getting close to the end. As I had loads of other issues during it's short two
year life, I dumped it into the used market. So note, if you have problems, complain big time,
offer a letter from your attorney. Just had the transmission replaced on my 03 Trail Blazer Ext.
No warnings just went out on trip out of town. Of course my mileage is just over the warranty
limit 40, I drove it in 2nd gear 1st and 2nd only gears that worked to the nearest Chevy
dealership. The service manager was not at all surprised and said up front that he could
probably get GM to cover parts. Can't believe there hasn't been a recall on these transmissions
yet. Check your upper coolant line. Our transmission was doing the same thing. We took it to
the dealer and the told us transmission is shot. They put the coolant line next to the cataylic
converter and all the fluid leaked out with no warning causing to transmission to lock up. Let
me know how he was able to get gm to cover the parts. Gm refused to pay for mine. Not at first.
I heard a noise under the hood. So, when I pulled into my carport, I raised the hood and started
checking things. I found that the fan was very loose and oil was leaking from behind the fan. No

problems at all. I only have 10K on my SUV, so it makes me wonder what will happen in three or
four years. I also read that the tranny issues were resolved after the model year. We will see.
Make sure you drive the Trailblazer you are wanting to buy in high speeds. Wind noise may not
suite your tastes. A lot of people complain about it here. When water pumps go bad, they leak
coolant all over the ground, or the bearings will go bad and they will leak coolant, squeal bad,
then sieze up. As far as the other transmission problems, if you get things repaired when
problems are first noticed, you generally don't need the whole transmission to be replaced. On
the newer electronically controlled transmissions, the shifting is controlled via solenoids, which
have generated numerous TSBs and changes over time. Also, what makes most of the
transmissions go is lack of fluid pressure holding the clutches engaged. The solenoids and
other parts of the valve body are responsible for this. My own problems revolve around an S
that has a bad launch shudder and a shudder at times in other gears. I have found out from a
TSB that a bad ground could be the problem, and from buying a transmission book, found out
that there are literally changes that GM has made to the same transmission in 6 or 7 years. I
have also found out that most of these problems are cause by lack of fluid pressure. If you get a
transmission fixed or replaced, make sure that they are updating it with the latest fixes and that
they have checked all applicable TSBs from GM. Also, as was my experience just yesterday,
there are only a handful of service people who will take the time to help you and speak to you.
The rest think you are dumb and don't want to waste their time. I have several letters going to
dealership GMs. Need some expert advice. I was driving this weekend and had some issues. On
one occasion, I stepped on the gas to accelerate but only the RPM went high-there was no
acceleration. I then tried again, and it began to accelerate. I noticed some people had parts
replaced Any help would be greatly appreciated, thank you! I purchased a Trailblazer and have
just reached 80,, and now my transmission has gone out. Yes, I am interested in filing a class
action lawsuit. Please help To any one with a similar problen I would like to her from you. I own
a Yukon, It has 44k miles on it and no extended warrenty. I do all of the maintence on it myself
and I am very meticulous with it. I t has never towed anything other than my 35 lb mountain bike
or been off road other than a non paved parking lot. I experienced a complete transmission
failure while driving approximatly 70 mph on the highway. It sounded as if the tranny exploded.
The tranny basically blew up 4th gear and took out the rest of them with it. I find it funny that the
remanufactured tranny carries a better warrenty than the original. They found that I wasn't at
fault. I find it funny that in April that they recalled some full size suv's and pickups due to a
faulty pump that may prevent lubrication from reaching overdrive meaning 4th gear gearset
bearings. I too had transmission problems on my TB. I had just turned onto a residential street,
started to accelerate and the loud screaming sound started. I pulled over immediately. My
husband then drove it gently to the dealership thinking it had to be a recall issue! It was the Sun
Shell Spline. We took it to a local car repair shop and saved some money. However, when I got it
back, it would "kick" into 2nd and 3rd gear, so the solenoids had to be replaced. They definately
need to reimburse us for these problems! Good luck!! Just like a lot of you have experienced,
my Envoy which has 61, miles, just blew the transmission. Had been experiencing a clunking
noise when coming to a stop and also when accelerating. Thought it might be universal joints
but quickly found out it was the tranny when my wife couldn't get it into reverse and it would
only go forward. I don't know that much about trannys but after reading everyone elses
problems it appears that they are being honest in their evaluation. I love the envoy but am
considering going back to an Outback. They are smaller but one thing is sure the Japanese
usually don't build junk. Thanks GM you've made me a believer. Backing out of my parking spot
the other day, I noticed that when I put the TB in reverse the back end was shaking slightly.
Almost felt like 2 flat tires. Put it in drive and the shaking stopped. Is my transmission starting
to go? It's an '03 LS with 19, miles. Never abused, or had anything towed. In conclusion to some
previous posts I had. Short summary: My tranny gave up at 44k. Took it to the dealer, they gave
me two options. I tried to get it lower than that, but they refused and said that I was lucky even
to get the goodwill. Are there any attorneys that would like to take this case? I'm sure you can
gather a lot of other people on this forum to support the case. I don't plan on keeping the car,
but I would still like to collect the amount I'm paying to get this fixed. Sorry GM- I am now a
hater and wil
renault megane fuel filter
chevy stereo installation kit
john deere f725 parts diagram
l tell as many people as I can to stop purchasing your products. I'm waiting to get my envoy
back from the dealer and plan on driving it with decals that say "I'd rather be driving a Hyundai,
or Kia, or anything that's not GM! Well, it looks like I just joined a not-too-exclusive club. I too

had a tran failure on the interstate, and it looks like the transmission and sun gear have puked.
For everyone on this board who has had a transmission problem, please, please, please, please
make sure to report it to the NHTSA website. If there are enough complaints of a serious nature,
they will consider issuing a recall. Please also cross post this message to any other board you
can find that deals with this issue and encourage all to file a complaint. There are probably
thousands or tens of thousands of us at this point Hey pjsmith- thanks for the link. Hellooo, i
have the exact same problem, trailblazer on lease 40, miles any solutions or results from your
side. Sign In or Register to comment.

